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The obesity epidemic is a threat to the health of millions and to the economic viability of healthcare systems, governments,
businesses, and nations. A range of answers come to mind if and when we ask, “What can we, health professionals (physicians,
nurses, nutritionists, behavioral psychologists), do about this epidemic?” In this paper, we describe the Common-Sense Model of
Self-Regulation as a framework for organizing existent tools and creating new tools to improve control of the obesity epidemic.
Further, we explain how the Common-Sense Model can augment existing behavior-change models, with particular attention to
the strength of the Common-Sense Model in addressing assessment and weight maintenance beyond initial weight loss.

1. The Magnitude and Distribution of
the Problem

Almost two-thirds of adults in the United States are over-
weight (body mass index; BMI≥ 25 kg/m2) or obese (BMI≥
30 kg/m2) [1], and rates of overweight and obesity have
increased considerably since the 1980s [1]. Although the
trend appears to be slowing [1], it remains disturbing as obe-
sity is associated with numerous chronic illnesses, including
type 2 diabetes, hypertension, respiratory problems, and var-
ious cancers. It is also the second leading cause of preventable
death in the United States [2]. Worldwide, roughly 1 billion
people were overweight or obese in 2010 and that number
is expected to grow to 1.5 billion by 2015 [3]. Further, over-
weight and obesity are linked to a large portion of the chronic
disease burden in many countries and now account for more
deaths than underweight [3]. Overweight and obesity are
also associated with significant psychological burden as these
patients often face and internalize considerable stigma [4].
Additionally, treating obese patients costs roughly $1,429
more than treating normal weight patients and the cost of
obesity to the US medical system approached $150 billion in
2008 [5].

2. Treating Obesity

Given the social, health, and economic burden of obesity
and overweight, numerous interventions have been designed
for obese patients. These interventions usually recommend a
combination of diet and/or physical activity with behavioral
support, but can also include surgery and/or medication [6].
Although many of these interventions result in weight loss
(e.g., [6–11]), available data raise two critical questions: (1)
is the weight loss clinically significant? And (2) can it be
maintained? A recent thorough review of weight loss inter-
ventions for overweight or obese adults [6] suggests that the
answer to the first question is unclear as there is no consensus
on the definition of clinically significant weight loss. With
respect to the second question, the review suggests that many
patients are unable to maintain weight loss for more than
3 years [6]. Additionally, successful programs, such as the
Diabetes Prevention Program [12], are too costly and time
intensive to be implemented outside of academic settings
[13]. Further, interventions conducted in standard care
settings have had poor results; for example, attempts to train
primary care physicians to provide brief weight loss counsel-
ing have been relatively unsuccessful [14].
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3. Conceptual Framework for the Control of
Obesity: A Common-Sense Approach

Although a “one size fits all” approach makes little sense for
controlling the obesity epidemic, it would be useful to iden-
tify a set of underlying self-regulation principles common to
both population and individual, behavioral approaches for
prevention and intervention. If such principles exist, it would
create an opportunity to integrate “public” messages for
prevention and the messages and interventions delivered by
individual practitioners, and to increase the impact of both.
The Common-Sense Model of Self-Regulation (CSM) [15], a
model of the cognitive and affective mechanisms underlying
chronic illness management, provides a set of concepts and
tools we believe will be useful for this integration. The CSM
translates the intra- and interpersonal processes of illness
management into objective indicators and as such is a useful
tool for generating and testing hypotheses. The diabetes
world has found the CSM useful for promoting blood
glucose monitoring and management [16, 17], and it may
prove to be as useful for the treatment of obesity. However,
in order for any theory to effectively inform research and
practice, it must be understood and used properly. Therefore,
the goal of this commentary is to present the CSM in
such a way that it will inspire and be used in future work
related to weight management. First, we describe the CSM
and how it could be used to augment the assessment and
long-term management strategies used in current behavioral
treatments. Next, we discuss studies that have investigated
the CSM and obesity. Lastly, we describe how the CSM might
be used in clinical practice and research.

4. The CSM and Assessment

At its core, the CSM suggests that patients use information
from the following five domains to understand and respond
to health threats (e.g., obesity): (1) the identity of the
threat (e.g., labeling excess body fat “obesity”); (2) the cause
of the threat (e.g., overeating or inactivity); (3) the con-
sequences of the threat (e.g., heart disease or stigma); (4)
whether the threat can be controlled/cured (e.g., believing
dieting is effective); (5) the time line associated with the
threat (e.g., whether obesity is viewed as an acute or chronic
condition or whether it develops and changes rapidly or
slowly). Patients’ ongoing experiences in these domains
develop illness representations, personal “common-sense”
understandings of conditions. Numerous findings have
demonstrated that illness representations are associated with
and predictive of a variety of health behaviors [18]. A
more recent meta-analysis of research with cardiac patients,
whose treatment often includes changes in diet and exercise,
demonstrated that patients with strong beliefs in the control,
identity and consequence domains were more likely to attend
cardiac rehabilitation [19]. Further, Petrie et al. [20] found
that an intervention addressing cardiac patients’ illness
representations reduced pain and time spent away from
work.

Patients use similar domains to develop representations
of treatment based on experiences with self-generated and

prescribed treatments. These experiences and the resulting
representations are modified by the illness’s representation
and threat level. For example, asthma patients who believe
they only have asthma when they have symptoms are less
likely to use maintenance inhalers [21]—why take a chronic
medication for an “acute” problem? In fact, it has been
suggested that the link between illness representations and
asthma is strong enough to merit a Cochrane Review [22].
The CSM suggests that the results would be similar for
obesity [23]; for example, obesity interpreted as a result of
poor eating habits might result in a change in diet; whereas
obesity interpreted as the result of stress may be seen as
inevitable and untreatable. That is, the links between illness
and treatment representations are not random; they are
based on a “common-sense” match between the perceived
cause of the illness and the treatment perceived as most likely
to address that underlying cause. “Common-sense matches”
activate expectations in each of the five domains; that is, the
symptoms and/or functions that will improve, the rapidity
of change, the need to continue action to maintain achieved
benefits, and expectations about experienced consequences,
benefits, and losses, over time from both treatment and
illness.

Thus, the CSM suggests that in order for weight loss
interventions to be effective, they must either match patients’
illness and treatment representations of obesity or provide a
compelling case for patients to change their illness and/or
treatment beliefs. In this way, the CSM could be used to
augment existing obesity treatments during the behavioral
assessments that have been a core component of behavioral
treatments for decades [24]. Careful assessment of the pre-
senting problem facilitates the identification of appropriate
treatment targets and assessing patients early and often
allows clinicians to track early responses to treatment, a
factor highly correlated with positive outcomes [25]. The
CSM’s five illness and treatment domains are associated with
health behaviors and could therefore provide clinicians with
a roadmap for this assessment. The domains map onto areas
routinely assessed by physicians during medical visits, mak-
ing them easy to add to usual care. Initial studies report that
primary care physicians favorably view addressing patient
goals and using action plans, which are key components of
the CSM [26]. Further, patients are more satisfied when their
physicians address illness and treatment representations [27]
and a recent study reported better adherence to treatment
one-month after-visit for patients whose internists addressed
illness and treatment representations [28]. Some of the latter
study’s participants were prescribed diet and physical activity
changes, suggesting that assessing and addressing illness and
treatment beliefs could improve adherence to weight loss
treatments. Additional studies are clearly needed.

5. The CSM and Weight Maintenance

According to the CSM, illness and treatment representations
function in relation to interactions among the various
feedback systems responsible for human behavior. Some of
these feedback systems involve partially or fully conscious,
deliberative decisions (e.g., reading and interpreting food
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labels). These conscious and deliberative systems are the
focus of our conversations about everyday actions, such as
discussions about diet between a patient and a practitioner
and messages about diet on television or menus. These
deliberative feedback systems are also of central concern to
investigators examining the effects of medical/health literacy
on the understanding of treatment, decision making, and
adherence to lifestyle changes.

However, while these conscious deliberative processes
are the focus of many obesity interventions [6], the CSM
suggests that conscious/deliberative activity regulates but a
small fraction of the everyday behaviors associated with
weight loss. Rather, much of human behavior is driven
by systems that function automatically (e.g., one does not
consciously decide to digest food) or, more importantly,
are habitual (e.g., the semiautomatic sequences involved in
bringing a fork to one’s mouth). For example, making the
decision to go out to a fast food venue for dinner involves at
least one conscious decision; however, the actions involved in
going out to dinner are mostly automatic and semiautomatic
habitual behaviors (e.g., the sensation of hunger, traveling
to the restaurant, putting food into one’s mouth, finishing
a large meal without attending to cues of satiety). In
short, most of what happens in everyday life involves well-
learned habits that can initiate and maintain behavior
with little deliberative decision making. Thus, examining
obesity through the lens of CSM control systems, suggests
that altering food intake and physical activity to prevent
and treat obesity requires replacing existent, potentially
“toxic” automatic procedures with procedures associated
with healthy outcomes.

In other words, the CSM suggests that overweight and
obese patients must replace habitual patterns in everyday life
that lead to weight gain with those that do not. Planning
(i.e., observing and/or mapping) daily life sequences for
eating—beginning with where one shops and what one
buys, through how food is prepared, plated and eaten and
replacing harmful with helpful actions—is at the “common-
sense” core of creating action plans for weight loss. The CSM
suggests that the detection of changes both at a given time
and most importantly over time, with clear records based
on function, somatic sensations, and/or pictures, are critical
for motivating behavioral change at the outset and most
importantly, for sustaining it over time. The significance
of daily and ongoing benchmarks is detected in everyday
comments such as, “It was a bad day,” and “I barely had
enough energy to make it through,” “I skipped breakfast
and had a smaller than usual lunch and I’m still hungry.”
Providing benchmarks for these momentary appraisals of the
daily self and a clear vision of changes over time can affect
behaviors, such as uncontrolled late night snacking, that
are critical for weight regulation. The focus on addressing
habitual and deliberate behavior is similar to cognitive
behavioral therapy-(CBT-) based weight loss treatments that
attempt to increase awareness of habitual behaviors through
self-monitoring [6] informing the compatibility of the CSM
with traditional CBT.

Also similar to behavioral approaches (e.g., [29]), the
CSM suggests that replacing unhealthy behaviors with

healthy behaviors requires examining an individual’s daily
environment to identify: (1) the initiating and maintaining
factors for unhealthy and healthy eating and sedentary
and active behaviors and (2) available sources of non-toxic
foods and safe places to engage in physical activity every
day. However, some of the earliest findings regarding the
CSM [30] demonstrated that action plans based on these
steps are not sufficient for behavior change. Rather, action
plans need to be linked to motivating representations, for
example, evidence that the self is less symptomatic (e.g.,
better joint function) or exposed to lower disease risk (e.g.,
improved blood pressure). The need to combine action plans
with concrete evidence that motivates has been replicated
numerous times [31] and suggests a third step necessary
for weight loss and maintenance: to identify outcomes
associated with toxic foods and sedentary activities, increase
their negative valence and identify and increase the positive
valence of outcomes associated with healthy foods and
physical activity. Physician visits present an opportunity to
address these three steps as well as an opportunity to devise
a tailored action plan for change, as described in the next
section.

As with other effective weight loss theories [6], the CSM
suggests that weight loss must be presented and achieved in
a step-by-step fashion, that is, patients must recognize that
change takes time. However, one major difference between
the CSM and other theories is the role of constant feedback
in developing long-term action plans that will maintain
behavioral changes. A potentially novel contribution of the
CSM is the hypothesis that a sole focus on weight loss
will make weight maintenance problematic because weight
changes too slowly and fluctuates too often to serve as an
effective daily reinforcer. The CSM suggests that long-term
change requires more than simply telling patients that change
takes time, rather, patients need to know how to monitor
change and how to get feedback from the scale, their bodies
(e.g., fewer symptoms of strain, improved function, better
fit of clothes), the environment, their physicians and peers.
Additionally, the CSM suggests that this feedback will only
result in continued engagement in healthy behaviors if it
“makes sense.” For example, while one outcome for any
individual trying to lose weight will be the number on the
scale, it may be equally, if not more important to create a
record of intermediate outcomes that are clear benchmarks
of progress, such as the presence of healthy foods in the
house, individual healthy food choices, slowed eating, the
enjoyment of healthy foods and the subjective sense of gains
in ease of movement and vigor associated with even small
improvements in physical function.

The CSM suggests that presenting weight loss as incre-
mental will help patients focus on and be reinforced by the
smaller steps that are necessary to both initiate and maintain
weight loss. Each change would represent movement towards
creating an environment in which healthy eating replaces
the habit of unhealthy eating. Using an approach in which
replacement makes use of the properties of old habits, but
changes a few features, allows new and conscious decisions
to co-opt and replace old, highly automatic habits that
should maintain over time. For example, a patient could alter
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grocery-shopping habits to engender more healthful eating.
That is, instead of automatically putting foods into the shop-
ping cart, the patient would make food choice a conscious
process. He or she would be instructed to look at nutrition
labels (a habit which is associated with decreased calorie
consumption [32]) and use that information to purchase
foods, leaving healthy foods as “the available” choices when
it’s time to eat. The small steps involved in buying healthier
foods on repeated shopping trips, will eventually result in a
lower number on the scale. Observing a lower number on
the scale in turn both validates the behavioral changes and
“strengthens” the new habits (i.e., patients get proof that
the new behaviors work). Thus, another potentially novel
contribution of the CSM is the explicit incorporation of
multiple feedback systems that integrate these habits into
the sense of self. This provides coherence between specific
actions and feelings of self-efficacy related to controlling diet,
activity, and the ability to achieve a less heavy and healthier
self in the present and future.

6. Existing Research on the
Common-Sense Model and Obesity

Although many of the techniques described above are based
on empirically tested relationships [33, 34], none of the tests
have been validated in the arena of weight regulation. A
search of major scientific databases (e.g., PubMed, PsychInfo,
MedLine, and ISI Web of Knowledge) for “common-sense
model” and “obesity” resulted in zero citations. Knowing,
however, that patients respond positively when physicians
explore their “common-sense” perceptions about illnesses
[27], signals a troublesome warning in relation to Ogden
and Flanagan [23] findings that general practitioners (GPs)
and lay people appear to have different beliefs about the
causes of and treatments for obesity. Although both believed
that behavioral factors caused obesity, significantly more lay
people described biological factors as a significant causal
factor for obesity while almost no GPs did. Further, while
both groups were ambivalent about the effectiveness of
obesity treatments, GPs were more likely to believe that
behavioral treatments are indicated for obesity. Given GPs’
beliefs that behavioral factors were critical causal factors for
obesity, GPs’ beliefs were more coherent. The authors suggest
that GPs’ stronger beliefs in behavioral treatments may
actually inhibit them from counseling patients on weight
loss: they may think it is not within their purview. Another
study [35] found a high level of incoherence between beliefs
about obesity and treatment among children—these children
did not see inactivity as a cause for obesity, but did view
increases in activity as treatment. It is possible that GPs may
avoid confronting these discrepancies to avoid conflict and
being seen as “blaming the patient.”

To our knowledge, only two studies investigated relation-
ships between obesity related illness beliefs and behaviors.
The first [36], found that while perceiving obesity as chronic
(time line), severe (consequences), and out of one’s control
was associated with less confidence in the ability to lose
weight during a dietitian-led group weight loss program,
none of these beliefs were associated with actual weight loss.

The second [37], which included over 3,500 participants,
found that individuals who endorsed behavior as a cause of
obesity reported higher levels of physical activity; whereas
individuals who endorsed a genetic cause of obesity reported
lower levels of physical activity and lower levels of fruit
and vegetable consumption. Although there is clearly a need
for more research to determine whether and how clinicians
should use the CSM in practice, studies in areas other than
weight control point to the potential value of assessing
and augmenting representations of illness (e.g., obesity) and
treatment (e.g., weight loss) during medical visits and in
weight management programs as patients are more adherent
to treatments when their illness and treatment beliefs are
coherent [18] and addressed by clinicians [28, 38].

7. How the Common-Sense Model Might Be
Used in Clinical Practice

We view CSM as a framework for integrating clinically
validated procedures for behavioral change, rather than as a
“stand alone” approach to weight loss. The following sections
highlight some of the ways in which this integration can
proceed in medical settings, though it could be applied to
other venues, for example, specialty weight loss clinics.

Step one in applying the CSM involves the assessment
of patients’ representations of obesity (i.e., the five domains
listed above and italicized below) and actions related to
each of the five content areas, for example, causal actions,
actions controlling onset or reducing obesity, time frames for
outcomes, and actions controlling the diverse consequences
of obesity. The information obtained from this assessment
will provide insights into the patients’ habits, for example,
where they likely shop for food, what they eat, the foods
they consider unhealthy and which they are willing and/or
unwilling to change. The assessment may also provide clues
regarding treatment preferences, untainted perhaps, by the
“social desirability” present when patients respond to direct
questions such as, “What would you do to reduce weight?”
Patients’ representations of obesity can also help clinicians
understand patients’ perceptions of the effectiveness of
specific actions for controlling weight and their levels of self-
efficacy for initiating and maintaining each. This informa-
tion can be used to tailor treatments to fit patients’ unique
belief systems. Further, assessing the actions associated with
the five domains can clarify motivations for change and
suggest specific action plans for initiating and sustaining
healthy behaviors [31]. We believe this process is best
demonstrated by reviewing a sample visit between a female
clinician and a male patient. Additionally, Table 1 provides
suggestions for specific questions that can be used to assess
each illness domain and help patients develop action plans.
Necessary and corollary research is described in the next
section.

8. Describing Weight as a Health Threat

It is critical to assess whether the patient identifies his weight
as a threat to his health. A simple question, such as, “are you
concerned about your weight?” is most likely sufficient to
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Table 1: Questions that can be used to assess patients’ illness representations and action plans.

Illness domain/action plan Questions

Identity
Are you concerned about your weight?

Do you think you weigh too much?

Have others mentioned your weight?

Cause
What caused you to gain weight?

Why do you think you are overweight?

Consequences
How do you think your weight is affecting your health?

How do you think your weight will affect your health over the next few years?

How do you think your weight is affecting your emotional wellbeing and your relationships with
others?

Control/cure

Have you tried anything to lose weight, or keep from gaining more weight?

How well has it worked?

What do you think you could do to control your weight?

What can you do to keep from gaining weight, or to lose weight?

Time line
How long have you felt that your weight has been a problem?

How long do you think it will take to change your eating/physical activity habits?

How long do you think it will take for you to lose weight?

Action plan

Can you pick one aspect of your diet or physical activity to work on before we next meet?

Where and when can that plan fit into your daily schedule?

What do you need in order to complete that plan?

How will you know whether the plan worked?

open the topic and begin assessment. Ideally, the patient will
agree that his weight is a threat, however because his weight
is a health threat—whether he recognizes it or not—it is
important for the clinician to present it as such, for example,
by describing the threat’s identity (names, symptoms and
functional declines) and time lines (e.g., at what age is loss
of mobility most likely, diabetes and its consequences). She
should also emphasize how these threats to quality of life and
life itself can be reduced and hopefully avoided. By discussing
these concerns, the clinician enriches the patient’s illness
representation of obesity by bringing his awareness to the
experienced consequences of obesity, and likely time lines and
causes. Further, the clinician can directly assess the patient’s
beliefs about these domains (consequences, control/cure, time
lines, and causes) using concrete and direct questions, like
those listed in Table 1. That is, she would use the CSM
as a framework to guide the assessment inherent to any
behavioral weight loss plan by focusing on what the CSM
suggests are the most important beliefs when trying to affect
weight.

9. Creating an Action Plan

A careful assessment of the patient’s illness representation
of obesity allows the clinician to create and share with the
patient at least two distinct “maps”: one of his life course with
obesity and one of his daily patterns of eating, sitting, and
moving about physically. The life-course map is an image for
motivating and sustaining behavioral changes. The map of
daily living depicts the setting in which to introduce these
changes. The action plan that emerges from this latter step

provides the clinician and the patient with information on
the foods now consumed and identifies specific substitutes. It
also provides a picture of the local environment in which to
engage in new, specific physical activities. Thus, the patient’s
tailored action plan is built on his model of obesity and the
features of his daily environment. For example, if the patient
believes that inactivity is the cause of his current weight,
he might be best served by focusing on ways to increase
his activity levels, even at the expense of discussing food
choices, as if he consumes the same number of calories, but
expends more energy he should lose weight and perhaps
more importantly, develop the sense of self-efficacy that can
serve as a basis for changes in diet. Similarly, if the patient is
completely unaware of how to control his weight, time may
be best spent describing the relationship between calories
consumed and energy expended or by referring the patient
to a nutritional specialist.

It is important that the clinician use the development
of the action plan as a time to integrate the patient’s
conscious choices and semiautomatic habits. It is also a time
to clarify the problems and barriers in replacing existent,
semiautomatic habits with conscious choices and the time
frames for the latter to become semiautomatic. Thus, the
effectiveness of an action plan, particularly its ability to
sustain action over time, depends upon its fit between the
patient’s daily experiences and his conceptual or deliberative
framework as well as the acceptance of occasional failures
(similar to strategies used in Relapse Prevention [39]). The
clinician must ensure that the action plan instructs the
patient on how to tell whether the treatment is working;
for example, she can suggest ways for the patient to identify
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early evidence of the benefits of minor weight loss (e.g.,
rising from chairs more easily) and combine this with the
self-monitoring that is often used in CBT treatments. In
sum, a good action plan addresses several components of
treatment representations as it identifies start points for
action (control), validating cues (identity), and time lines
for validation (consequences and control). This is especially
important as eating is a repetitive action and control begins
with the first bite of the day. The composition and quantity
of that bite sets in motion processes assessing “progress,”
such as feeling full or wanting a snack. Increasing awareness
of this pattern and the subjective cues driving the pattern
will enhance control and improve the fit of the weight
management action plan. The action plan is more likely to
be internalized, that is, to be a cognitive, behavioral strategy
for living, when it is personalized.

10. Putting It All Together

During a CSM-informed medical visit, the practitioner’s task
is to personalize assessment, counseling, and the construc-
tion of protocols for action for as many steps of the change
process as possible. Thus, the clinician must describe the
long-term goals of weight loss, that is, how much change is
needed to avoid the most detrimental mental and physical
outcomes of obesity. She must also identify pathways for
moving towards a series of short and intermediate goals by
clarifying start points; for example, by explaining that eating
healthier begins by drawing up a shopping list before going
to the super-market, not when one sits down to eat or that
exercise begins by selecting a time and place to walk that
fits into one’s current sequence of activities. She should also
describe time lines for monitoring progress. Further, the
clinician must explain to the patient how and when to check
progress (e.g., checking the amount of healthy food available
in the home, monitoring weight once a week, and when and
how to discuss lab results with a physician).

These techniques are similar to many of the behavioral
techniques used in existing weight loss interventions (e.g.,
motivational interviewing [7] and behavioral weight loss
treatments [6]). However, the primary strength of the CSM
lies in the fact that it can help the clinician create an
action plan framed by the patient’s model of obesity and the
behavioral treatments perceived to be most effective within
that framework. This makes the risks of obesity concrete
within each of the CSM content areas (e.g., the identities
{symptoms and functional damage}, time of onset, and time
living with proximal {amputation and blindness for years}
and remote risks {death}). This process also defines an
action plan with pathways for specific behaviors that are
nested in daily life activities. The entire process needs to
be implemented as a personalized program for an active
lifespan, which we hypothesize will improve initiation and
adherence to weight loss protocols and the maintenance
of these changes (i.e., sustained weight loss). We also
hypothesize that it would be relatively easy to integrate these
methods into existing treatments. Physicians often assess
these domains during routine visits [28], so it should not
be an excessive burden or time constraint. Indeed, using the

CSM as a framework for this assessment could streamline the
process and save precious clinical time.

11. Future Research

The methods proposed above suggest several specific areas
of future research on the CSM and obesity. First, we need
more information on the basic components of common-
sense models of obesity, that is, how people come, or fail to
come, to feel and believe they are overweight, the risks they
associate with overweight (what they are likely to experience,
when and for how long), the procedures they perceive as
effective for weight reduction and how they experience and
judge the efficacy of their own and prescribed interventions.
A better understanding of the evidence that patients use
to judge efficacy (e.g., somatic experiences, time frames,
consequences) and their interpretations of this evidence will
allow investigators to relate those beliefs to motivation and
action for initiating, sustaining or quitting specific weight
reduction procedures and weight control programs.

This information should be acquired through a com-
bination of qualitative studies embedded in a framework
of hypothesis testing, longitudinal, and quantitative work
that will lead to multicondition randomized experiments
to test efficacy and effectiveness. For example, large cross-
sectional studies could correlate existing and empirically
validated measures of illness beliefs (e.g., the various forms
of the Illness Perception Questionnaire (e.g., [40, 41])) with
outcomes such as weight, past attempts at weight loss, diet
and physical activity. This information could be used to
determine which illness and treatment beliefs and domains
are most closely linked to necessary weight loss behaviors,
which would suggest important areas for clinicians to target
during assessment and treatment. This research could also
include qualitative interviews that would begin to address
the dynamic nature of the relationships among illness and
treatment beliefs and health behaviors. Longitudinal studies
will allow for more objective information regarding the
dynamics among CSM-related beliefs and health behaviors.
For example, tracking the beliefs, behaviors, and weights of
individuals over time could explain whether certain beliefs
are differentially associated with successful weight loss and
maintenance.

We hypothesize that all five domains will be linked
to health behaviors and outcomes and that the research
described above will lead to the development of a weight
loss specific CSM-based screener that clinicians could use to
streamline assessment in clinical settings. As is the case with
myocardial infarction [19], which has a similar treatment
regimen to obesity, we hypothesize that the identity, control
and consequence domains will be associated with initiating
weight loss treatment and correlated with BMI. The time line
and cause domains may be most important for maintaining
weight loss as patients who consider weight loss behaviors as
short term may be more likely to return to old, unhealthful
habits once “treatment” ceases. Similarly, patients who do
not consider lifestyle as a cause of obesity will most likely
be nonadherent to lifestyle treatments as they will not make
“common-sense.”
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It will also be important to test for the efficacy and
effectiveness of CSM-based techniques in clinical trials.
As stated numerous times above, we hypothesize that the
CSM will be most effective when combined with existing
treatments. Therefore, the trials should compare an existing
treatment with a CSM-enhanced version of that treatment
(e.g., one that includes CSM informed assessment) to deter-
mine which is more effective at short and long-term weight
loss. We hypothesize that there will be similar levels of
effectiveness in short term weight loss, but that the CSM-
enhanced conditions will outperform standard treatment
with regards to long term goals because the framework for
change presented to patients will lead to changes that start
as deliberate procedures, but that become automatic and
effortless.

Similar research is already underway in at least two stud-
ies, one that uses the CSM to tailor weight loss interventions
for patients on antipsychotic medications [42] and another
that uses the CSM as the theoretical basis for an intervention
to increase walking in patients with intermittent claudication
[43]. The latter study is assessing illness beliefs and both
studies could assess these beliefs at the beginning, middle and
end of treatment and could then correlate CSM beliefs with
outcomes and potentially test mediating effects. Having more
information on the basics of patients’ common-sense models
could also provide clinicians with a variety of “shortcuts”
during medical visits (e.g., if a specific illness domain is
unrelated to outcomes, it need not be assessed).

12. Conclusion

The Common-Sense Model provides a framework for repre-
senting how people manage threats to health in everyday life;
it is a “situated” cognitive behavioral model [44]. Therefore,
in addition to providing a framework for conceptualizing
and implementing clinical research across illnesses, the CSM
has the additional virtue of addressing the language of the
clinical encounter. It captures the intrapersonal processes
involved in illness management as well as in the interpersonal
discourse between patients and clinicians (in reviewing
presenting problems and the formal review of systems,
practitioners and patients use the language of the CSM).
Thus, the CSM can track exchanges among patients and
providers from diagnosis to the evaluation of treatment. This
makes the CSM a self-regulation framework that is useful
for increasingly precise predictions and is readily shared
with clinicians and investigators interested in formalizing
our approach to behavioral change for improving the health
of individuals and populations. (We can be contacted for
collaboration or further references.)
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